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Importing data 
• Focus group transcripts can be directly imported via the provided import icon, 

both with and without time stamps. 
• IMPORTANT: The colon ":" is the symbol for MAXQDA to automatically 

recognize a change of speaker. It should be used for this purpose only (in the 
transcript or document to be imported), otherwise false detections will occur. 

• An existing audio or video file can be assigned afterwards, if need be. To do 
so, use a right click on the document in the “Documents”-window and choose 
“Link Audio/Video file”. 

• The advantage of importing focus groups as focus group transcripts is that 
MAXQDA offers the possibility to analyze the document, but also to analyze 
individual participants/speakers at any time. 

 

Variables in focus group data 
• Like "normal" documents, you can add variables here that characterize the 

speakers, such as gender or a party affiliation. The purpose of this is to later 
distinguish between precisely these variables, i.e. characteristics, in the 
qualitative analysis: what do the male speakers say about a certain topic and 
what do the female ones say? 

• If we add variables, the overview on “Focus Group Speakers” looks like this: 
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• You can generate small statistics based on these variables in the overview of 
the focus group speakers, for example to describe the existing data set: 

 
 

Descriptive statistics 

Mean value 7.33 

Standard deviation 5.22 

Variance 27.22 

Minimum 3.00 

1st Quartile 3.00 

Median 5.00 

3rd Quartile 10.00 

Maximum 17.00 

Range 14.00 
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Coding process and coded segments 
• The coding process for focus groups works in the same way as the process 

for "normal" documents. 
• In the same way, paraphrases and memos can be used and evaluated 

according to text passages. 
• For a more detailed analysis of the coded segments, individual speakers can 

be activated or compared by using the variables, for example all female or all 
male speakers. Here you must select the entry “Activate Focus Group 
Speakers by Variables” in the “Documents”-window. 

• The activation works in the same way as the activation procedure according 
to document variables. Use “Activate Documents Based on Variable Values”. 

Visual tools 
• With the Visual Tools, it is possible to display a speaker-accurate distribution 

of the codes.  
• To do this, simply select the item Focus Group speaker, for example in the 

code matrix browser. As usual, patterns can now be recognized, 
completeness checked, or the distribution exported. 

 
 

• Using MAXMaps, we can generate a two-cases model, to compare our coding 
results.  
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• A Document-Portrait shows us the interaction of the different speakers and 
how the focus group discussed certain topics .For this, you need to use 
different colors during the coding process or assign same later on.  
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Focus group data and AI 
• Our AI Assist for example helps to summarize the document or the coded segments.  

• With a right klick on the document, you can ask AI Assist to summarize the transcript: 

 
 

• In terms of an analysis, AI Assist also helps create subcodes and suggests relevant 
examples. 

 


